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Experience Pearson Connexus 
Student view 

“The world is but a canvas to the imagination.” 
– Henry David Thoreau 

Student view 
Video shows screens of the Pearson Connexus product, along with the following steps: 

Students start the day by checking announcements from their teacher 
On screen, the Communication section displays a reminder from the teacher. 

…or any WebMails from teachers. Webmail is our closed and secure email 
The cursor moves to select WebMail from the main menu. A new email from the teacher is 
shown in the Inbox. The student types a reply. 

Check what’s ahead with our Calendar, which maps out when to take lessons. And get 
STARTED! 
The cursor moves to select Calendar from the main menu. A calendar is displayed with dots to 
indicate which days have assignments. The student clicks through multiple dates. 

Every course has the same consistent structure: Getting Started, Instruction, Activity, 
Review, Assessment 
The course is displayed as a folder structure.  

GETTING STARTED: students get an overview and objectives of the course 
The screen displays this information along with key words. 

INSTRUCTION: provides students with information about concepts in the lesson 
A lesson on “Defining Variables and Writing Expressions” is shown, consisting of text and a table. 

ACTIVITY: provides students with multiple tools to apply to concepts just learned 
The page provides students with a list of activities to complete and links to the activities. The 
student clicks into one of the activities.  

REVIEW: the lesson summarized concepts and allows students to practice 



The page provides students with a list of review activities to complete and links to the activities. 
The student clicks into one of the interactive activities.  

ASSESSMENTS: students test their knowledge and receive immediate results 
The student answers several multiple choice questions, submits the quiz, and an assessment 
summary displays with the final score. 

While working through their course students can take notes and easily review past 
notes 
The cursor moves to open a notes panel to the right of course content. The student types a note 
in a text window, clicks Save, and then navigates to view all notes.  

Students also have access to text-to-speech 
The student activates this feature by clicking a button in the upper-right of the Activity page.  

And Pearson Connexus is compatible with Google Translate 
The student activates this feature using the Extension button in Google Chrome. 

Students can get extra help from LiveTutor, our real time tutoring program in core 
subjects 
The cursor moves to select LiveLesson from the main menu and chooses a math tutor from the 
My LiveTutor Rooms menu. The student enters their name, school, course, chapter, and lesson 
in a text box to join the LiveLesson Queue.  

Pearson also has the ability to assign teachers of record for classes where you need 
one 
The screen features a video chat window with a teacher speaking on camera, a text chat window, 
a Q&A window, and a PowerPoint presentation.  

At the end of the day students check their progress and grades and provide feedback 
to their teachers… 
The cursor moves to select Gradebook from the main menu panel. Their progress is displayed 
for each course and they click into a self-assessment tool to rate their own understanding, 
interest, and effort.  

…And receive feedback too! 
The screen scrolls through assignments with grades. The student clicks into a feedback screen 
for an assignment, featuring text and video feedback from the teacher.  

 



 

Pearson Connexus gives you the tools you need to ensure your 
students success in online learning. 
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